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Make your space work®



Media centers aren’t just for study halls and research anymore—

they’re the heartbeat of the school. These thoughtful, holistic 

community hubs have evolved to inspire not just students, 

but anyone who wants to connect and create. Storyline—a 

versatile bookcase collection that offers organic movement 

and customized learning zone options—is an open book when 

it comes to inspired synergy in shared spaces. Whether it’s 

an early morning reading circle, a mid-afternoon small group 

project, or an evening townhall meeting, Storyline bridges the 

gap between people and places.

A new 
chapter in 
connection.
Adventure Awaits

Shown with Confetti™ floor lounge & cushions,  
Build™ tables, and SmartLink® chairs. 

SCAN TO 
CHECK OUT 

STORYLINE ON 
HON.COM
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Shown with Confetti™ floor lounge & cushions, Flock® minis, Build™ tables, SmartLink® chairs & wall rail system, and Roll Call lectern. 

Learning has unlimited potential. With creativity and an innovative 

approach to design, any environment throughout the school can 

contribute to educational growth and well-being. Dynamic Storyline—

with its flexible, easily reconfigurable design—is ideal for a variety of 

spaces—large, small, and everywhere in between.

The Journey is Yours
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With curved and linear options, creating your own adventure with Storyline is as fun as it is functional. By mixing 

and matching multi-height options and experimenting with fun and creative layouts (think cozy reading coves and 

interactive sphere configurations), Storyline will take shared environments of all sizes on a creative journey.

Go Your Own Way

Shown with Tangram™ soft seating, SmartLink® chairs, and Build™ table. 

36"H

COUNTER-HEIGHT

30"H

SEATED-HEIGHT

42"H

STANDING-HEIGHT

People come in a variety of shapes and sizes—and so does Storyline. With seated-, counter-, and standing-height options, everyone can gain a new perspective.
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Shown with SmartLink® chairs, Build™ tables, Confetti™ floor lounge & cushions, Class-ifi™ lockers, and Tangram™ soft seating. 

An adaptable shared space should always have the potential to 

evolve. Storyline is an ideal choice for environments that house a 

variety of community and education purposes. With smooth rolling 

casters, durable laminate surfaces, and colorful magnetic panels, 

Storyline adapts seamlessly to any space or situation. 

An Open Book
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1–Shelf 
18"H

1–Shelf
18"H

1–Shelf
18"H

Seated-Height
30"H

Seated-Height 
30"H

1–Shelf 
18"H

1–Shelf
18"H

2–Shelf 
30"H

2–Shelf
30"H

2–Shelf
30"H

Counter-Height
36"H

Counter-Height  
36"H

2–Shelf
30"H

2–Shelf
30"H

3–Shelf 
42"H

3–Shelf
42"H

3–Shelf
42"H

Standing-Height
42"H

Standing-Height  
42"H

3–Shelf
42"H

3–Shelf
42"H

Linear Bookcases | 15"D × 60"W  Dual-Sided Linear Bookcases | 201/2"D × 60"W

With a variety of bookcase configuration choices—plus multiple bistro table height options, including seated, counter, and 

standing—Storyline offers everyone a chance to develop their own plot. And to make the journey even more exciting, this 

unique media center solution offers dual-sided versatility, vibrant paint and laminate options, creative markerboard and 

magnetic finishes, and easy mobility. With Storyline, the adventure never ends.

Be the Author of Your Own Story

Curved-In Bookcase | 201/2"D × 735/8"W

Dual-Sided Curved Bookcases | 201/2"D × 735/8"W

Linear Bistro Table | 201/2"D × 60"W

Curved-Out Bookcases | 201/2"D × 735/8"W  

Curved Bistro Table | 201/2"D × 735/8"W 

Shown with Tangram™ soft seating, 
Flock® minis, Ruck™ stools & chairs, 

Birk™ table, and Skip™ chairs. 
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Paints

For more information, visit hon.com/storylineSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

The HON Company
Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com

© 2023 The HON Company. Form No. H6048 (9/23) 
To view the registered and unregistered trademarks 

owned and used by The HON Company, visit  
hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery  

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

Casters Glides

Make your space work®

Finishes

Features

Loft BlackCharcoalDesigner 
White

Muslin

Light Gray

Greige Champagne 
Metallic

Platinum 
Metallic

Sienna

Atom Bullseye Iris

Harbor

Regatta

Sage

Ion

Cove

Ochre

Krypton

Dune

Ember

BrownstoneFossil

Titanium

Natural 
Maple

Harvest Cognac MahoganyBourbon 
Cherry

Shaker 
Cherry

MochaFlorence 
Walnut

Kingswood 
Walnut

Pinnacle

Fawn 
Cypress

Natural 
Recon

Lowell AshPhantom 
Ecru

Beigewood Skyline 
Walnut

Portico 
Teak

Laminates

LoftDesigner 
White

Black

CharcoalSterling 
Ash

Field Elm

Markerboard

Choose from casters or glides for simple alignment and reconfiguration. 
Bistro Tables are available with glides only.


